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Abstract

In this paper, the method of direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation for wideband signals based on sparse representation of
FRFT domain is proposed by using the excellent convergence of FRFT to LFM signals. This method focuses the wideband
signal to the reference frequency using FRFT, establishes the DOA estimation model and the array manifold matrix in the
FRFT domain, and reconstructs the spatial spectral function based on the sparse representation of the spatial angles, so as
to realize the wideband LFM signal DOA estimations. The method not only is suitable for non-coherent signals but
also can process coherent signals directly without any decoherent operations; in addition, the number of signals
is not necessarily known a priori. Simulation results show that the proposed method can achieve better estimation
performance and higher angular resolution, especially under low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) condition.
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1 Introduction
Array signal processing has been widely used in many
fields as the main means of spatial domain processing.
Because of its large time-bandwidth product, the wide-
band signal has more abundant information than the
narrowband signal. It has been widely used in radar,
communication, medicine, seismic exploration, and
other fields.
Classical wideband direction-of-arrival (DOA) estima-

tion methods include incoherent signal subspace method
(ISSM) [1] and coherent signal subspace method
(CSSM) [2–5]. These two methods are based on the fre-
quency domain model of wideband signals and decom-
pose the wideband signals into many narrowband signals
with a filter bank or the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). The ISSM method uses only the frequency infor-
mation of each sub-band in the estimation without
taking full advantage of the entire information of the
whole band, so its resolution is low and the coherent
signals cannot be estimated. The CSSM method trans-
forms the wideband signal to a certain reference fre-
quency through the focusing transformation, thus, all

the frequency information of the wideband signal can be
effectively synthesized, and then averaging the covari-
ance matrix after focusing, thereby reducing the correl-
ation between the signals, so that the rank of covariance
matrix is equal to the number of sources, and the
purpose of decoherence is achieved. Finally, the DOA esti-
mation method of narrowband signals is used to estimate
the angles. The CSSM method has good estimation accur-
acy, and the computational complexity is relatively low,
but it needs a lot of snapshots as a prerequisite; at the same
time, most of the focusing matrices of these algorithms
need to pre-estimate the DOA angles, and the focusing
matrix is sensitive to the pre-estimated DOA values, espe-
cially when the estimated error is large, the overall estima-
tion performance of the algorithm is not ideal.
With the development of sparse representation (SR)

theory, sparse representation has also been gradually
applied to DOA estimation of wideband signals. The
simplest way is to use the ISSM thought, such as
Malioutov [6] independently reconstructs the spatial
spectrum of each sub-band data and obtain the final
sparse solution by averaging. But the independent recon-
struction of each sub-band may produce a large difference
in the peak position and amplitude of the spatial spectrum
of the different sub-bands. Another kind of sparse
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representation of wideband DOA estimation method is to
use CSSM thought, in which the wideband signal is trans-
formed into a narrowband signal by focusing, and then
the sparse reconstruction algorithm is used to solve the
solution. Zhao [7] used the RSS focusing matrix to focus
the wideband signal, and then use the L1-SVD reconstruc-
tion algorithm to solve the DOA estimation, while Pan [8]
makes the focused array covariance vector to be sparse
and solves the sparse resolution by sparse Bayesian learn-
ing (SBL). These methods still have the drawbacks of the
CSSM method, which requires the angle pre-estimation
and be sensitive to the pre-estimation results.
LFM signal is a kind of classical non-stationary signal,

which is widely used in radar, sonar, seismic detection,
and so on. However, the traditional high-resolution
DOA estimation algorithm does not apply to such non-
stationary signals; the time-frequency analysis tools are
introduced to solve this problem. Fractional Fourier
Transform (FRFT) [9–16] is a new time-frequency ana-
lysis tool which can reflect the characteristic information
of the signal in the time and frequency domain simul-
taneously. It has excellent aggregation characteristic to
the LFM signals but does not have cross-item interfer-
ence. In FRFT, there is no point selection problem of
secondary time-frequency distribution [17]. LFM signals
can be easily separated, and their parameters also can be
estimated. Therefore, it will obtain better performance
than other time-frequency analysis methods by combining
FRFT transform and array signal processing to achieve
DOA estimation of the wideband LFM signals. It does not
have cross-interference, and has excellent focus to the
LFM signals. It makes the signal in the FRFT domain con-
centrated at one point, there is no secondary time-
frequency distribution [17] of the point selection problem,
making it easy to separate the LFM signal and to be able
to estimate the parameters of the LFM simultaneously.
Therefore, the combination of FRFT transform and array
signal processing to achieve the wideband LFM signal
DOA estimation, can achieve better performance than
other time-frequency analysis methods.
Therefore, this paper proposes a DOA estimation

method of wideband signal based on sparse representation
of FRFT domain. The proposed method can deal with co-
herent signals directly without decoherence processing and
avoid the cross-items. It does not need to pre-estimate the
angles; at the same time, the number of signals does not
need to know. Simulation results show that the proposed
method can achieve better estimation performance and
higher angular resolution, especially at low SNR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: firstly,

signal models of wideband LFM signal in the time
domain and FRFT domain are introduced in Section 2.
Secondly, a DOA estimation method based on sparse
model in FRFT domain is proposed in Section 3.

Thirdly, the simulation results and some discussions are
given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions of our work
are summarized in Section 5.

2 Signal model
2.1 Wideband LFM signal model in time domain
Assuming that the receiving array is a uniform linear array
(ULA) with array elements M, the array spacing is d, the
number of far field wideband signals sk(t) (k = 1, 2, ⋯, K) is
K, and the direction angles are (θ1, θ2,⋯, θK), respectively,
the expression of the kth LFM signal is

sk tð Þ ¼ Ck exp jπ 2f k t þ μkt
2

� �� �
; tj j≤T

2
ð1Þ

where Ck, fk, μk, and T represent the amplitude, center
frequency, frequency slope, and pulse width of the kth

signal, respectively.
The signal received on the mth array element can be

expressed as

rm tð Þ ¼
XK
k¼1

sk t−τmkð Þ þ nm tð Þ ð2Þ

where τmk represents the delay of the reference signal re-
ceived by the mth element, which can be expressed as
τmk = (m − 1)d sin(θk)/c for ULA and c is the speed of
light, nm(t) is the received noise. The LFM signal expres-
sion is substituted into Eq. (2), and the received signal
can be further expressed as

rm tð Þ≜
XK
k¼1

am θk ; tð Þsk tð Þ þ nm tð Þ ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), am(θk, t) represents the component of the
array steering vector on the mth array element, which is
defined as

am θk ; tð Þ ¼ exp −j2π f k þ μkt
� �

τmk þ jπμkτ
2
mk

� �
;m

¼ 1; 2;⋯;M

ð4Þ
Integrate all arrays of received signals together, Eq. (4)

can be written in matrix form, there are

r tð Þ ¼ A tð Þs tð Þ þ n tð Þ ð5Þ
where r(t) = [ri(t), r2(t),⋯, rM(t)]

T represents the signal
vector received by all elements at time t, s(t) = [s1(t),
s2(t),⋯, sK(t)] represents the data vector received by all
elements at time t, n(t) = [n1, (t), n2(t),⋯, nM(t)]

T repre-
sents the noise vector received by all elements at time t,
A(t) = [a1(t), a2, (t),⋯, aK(t)]M ×K is the array manifold
matrix, and ak(t) is the steering vector of the kth wide-
band LFM signal incident on the array which can be
expressed as
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ak tð Þ ¼

a1 θk ; tð Þ
a2 θk ; tð Þ

⋮

aM θk ; tð Þ

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

exp −j2π f k þ μkt
� �

τ1k þ jπμkτ
2
1k

� �
exp −j2π f k þ μkt

� �
τ2k þ jπμkτ

2
2k

� �
⋮ ⋮

exp −j2π f k þ μkt
� �

τMk þ jπμkτ
2
Mk

� �

2
66664

3
77775; k ¼ 1; 2;⋯;K ð6Þ

It can be seen from the Eq. (6) that the array
steering vector changes with time, which makes the
traditional DOA estimation method cannot be applied
to the direction estimation of the wideband LFM sig-
nal, because these methods are based on the fact that
the array-oriented vector is a stationary non-time-
varying assumption.

2.2 Wideband LFM signal model in FRFT domain
According to the nature of FRFT [9], the LFM signal
will have good energy aggregation after a certain
order of FRFT transform, that is to say, FRFT trans-
form can bring the energy of LFM signal together,
which is similar to “focus” thought. Therefore, we
consider converting the received signal to the FRFT
field for processing.
The FRFT transform is applied to the signal received

on the mth element

Rm u; αð Þ ¼ Fp rm tð Þ½ �≜
XK
k¼1

Zk
m u; αð Þ þ Nm u; αð Þ ð7Þ

where Zk
m u; αð Þ is the FRFT transform of the signal

sk(t − τmk) and Nm(u, α) is the FRFT transform of the
noise nm(t). According to the time shift of the FRFT
transform [10], we can get

Zk
m u; αð Þ ¼ Sk u−τmk cosα; αð Þ� exp jπτ2mk sinα cosα−

�
j2πuτmk sinαÞ

ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), Sk(u, α) is the FRFT transform of the signal
sk(t), then

Sk u; αð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−j cotα

2π

r
exp jπu2 cotα
� �

�
Z T=2

−T=2
exp jπt2 cotαþ μk

� �
−

�
j2πt u cscα−f k

� ��
dt

ð9Þ

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) can get

Zk
m u; αð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−j cotα

2π

s
� exp jπτ2mk sinα cosα−

�
j2πuτmk sinαÞ

�exp jπ u−τmk cosαð Þ2 cotα� �

�R T=2−T=2 exp
�
jπt2 cotαþ μk

� �
−j2πt u−τmk cosαð Þ cscα−f k

� ��
dt

ð10Þ

It can be seen from the Eq. (10) that the clustering
property of the function Zk

m u; αð Þ is the best when α ¼ −
arc cot μk

� �
≜α̂k , then Eq. (10) can be further reduced to

Zk
m u; α̂kð Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−j cotα̂k

2π

s
�T sin π u−τmk cosα̂kð Þ cscα̂k−f 0ð ÞT½ �

π u−τmk cosα̂kð Þ cscα̂k−f 0ð ÞT½ � �

exp jπ u−τmk cosα̂kð Þ2 cotα̂k
� �

�exp jπτ2mk sinα̂k cosα̂k−j2πuτmk sinα̂k
� �

ð11Þ

It can be seen that Zk
m u; α̂kð Þ is a one-dimensional func-

tion of u, and when the condition ûk ¼ τmk cosα̂k þ f 0=
cscα̂k is satisfied, the maximum value can be expressed as

Zk
mðûk ; α̂kÞ ¼ T

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−j cotα̂k

2π

s
� exp jπ f 0= cscα̂kð Þ2 cotα̂k

� �
�exp jπτ2mk sinα̂k cosα̂k−j2πûkτmk sinα̂k

� �
ð12Þ

For the reference element, that is, when m = 1, the
delay τmk= 0, so Eq. (12) can be expressed as

Zk
1 u; αð Þ ¼ Fp sk tð Þ½ � ¼ Sk u; αð Þ ð13Þ

The peak size of the function can be expressed as

Zk
1ðû1;k ; α̂1;kÞ ¼ Skðû1;k ; α̂1;kÞ

¼ T

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−j cotα̂1;k

2π

r
exp jπû2

1;k cotα̂1;k

	 

ð14Þ

Where the peak position coordinate is the peak at
ðα̂1;k ; û1;kÞ, ðα̂1;k ; û1;kÞ can be expressed as
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α̂1;k ¼ −arc cot μk
� �

û1;k ¼ f 0= cscα̂k

ð15Þ

The Eq. (12) is further simplified by the Eq. (14) to

Zk
mðûk ; α̂kÞ ¼ Skðû1;k ; α̂1;kÞ

� exp −j2πû1;kτmk sinα̂1;k
� �

� exp jπτ2mk sinα̂1;k cosα̂1;k
� � ð16Þ

In Eq. (16), since the delay τ2mk is small, the exp

jπτ2mk sinα̂1;k cosα̂1;k
� �

term can be ignored. Thus, Eq. (16)
can be further simplified as

Zk
mðûk ; α̂kÞ ¼ Skðû1;k ; α̂1;kÞ

� exp −j2πû1;kτmk sinα̂1;k
� � ð17Þ

Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (7), we can obtain

Rmðûk ; α̂kÞ ¼
XK
k¼1

Skðû1;k ; α̂1;kÞ

� exp −j2πû1;kτmk sinα̂1;k
� �

þ Nmðûk ; α̂kÞ ð18Þ

where Rmðûk ; α̂kÞ is a certain peak of the FRFT trans-
form of the received signal of the mth matrix. Summariz-
ing all the elements to receive signals and write them in
matrix form, then

Rðûk ; α̂kÞ ¼ B θð ÞSðû1;k ; α̂1;kÞ þ Nðûk ; α̂kÞ ð19Þ

where Rðûk ; α̂kÞ and N ðûk ; α̂kÞ are the corresponding
peak-value vector of the received signal vector and the
noise vector after FRFT transform. B(θ) = [b(θ1), b(θ2), ⋯,
b(θK)] is the array manifold matrix of the FRFT domain,
where b(θk) is the steering vector in FRFT domain of the
kth LFM signal that is incident on the array, and the ex-
pression is

b θkð Þ ¼

exp −j2πτ1k û1;k sinα̂1;k
� �

exp −j2πτ2k û1;k sinα̂1;k
� �

⋮

exp −j2πτMkû1;k sinα̂1;k
� �

2
6664

3
7775 ð20Þ

For ULA arrays, τmk = (m − 1)d sin(θk)/c. It can be seen
from the Eq. (20) that the steering vector of the FRFT
domain does not change with time, unlike the steering
vector in the time domain of Eq. (6). Therefore, the
traditional narrowband DOA estimation methods are
applicable to the DOA estimation model in the FRFT
domain derived from the Eq. (19). That is to say, we
focus the wideband LFM signals through the FRFT
transform, thus transforming the wideband DOA
estimation model into a DOA estimation model simi-
lar to narrowband signals.

3 DOA estimation based on sparse model in FRFT
domain
In combination with the above analysis, we reduce the
DOA estimation model of the FRFT domain of Eq. (19) to
obtain a sparse representation model in the FRFT domain.
Firstly, the whole space angle is evenly divided into L parts
(L≫K), and the angle set Θ≜ θ1; ; θ2;⋯; ; θL

� �
is ob-

tained. According to the Eq. (20), a redundant dictionary
composed of an over-complete steering vector of the cor-
responding angle Θ can be generated

Ψ Θð Þ ¼ b θ1
� �

; b θ2
� �

;⋯; b θL
� �� � ð21Þ

The sparse vector H ≜ {h1, h2,⋯, hL} is defined as the
signal amplitude value corresponding to all potential di-
rections Θ. When there is a signal in the presence of θ i ,
the element hi is not zero, and its size is exactly the size
of the corresponding peak after the FRFT transform-
ation. When there is no incident signal in the potential
direction, the element hi is 0, that is

hi ¼
Sk û1;k ; α̂1;k
� �

; θ i∈ θ1; θ2 ;⋯; θKf g
0; θ i∉ θ1; θ2 ;⋯; θKf g

(
ð22Þ

Therefore, the FRFT domain DOA estimation model
of Eq. (19) can be sparse as

R ¼ Ψ Θð ÞH þ N ð23Þ
Equation (23) is a sparse representation of all the ele-

ments, in which R is the peak value vector obtained
from the FRFT transformation of the received signal on
all the elements; N is the noise vector of the correspond-
ing peak after FRFT transformed.
In this way, the DOA estimation problem becomes a

solution to the sparse representation of Eq. (23). For the so-
lution of this problem, if the minimum lp norm (0 < p < 1)
is used, the sparse solution of the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) criterion can be expressed as

ĤMAP ¼ arg min
H

Jp Hð Þ
¼ arg min

H
R−Ψ Θð ÞHk k22 þ η Hk kp ð24Þ

where Jp Hð Þ ¼ R−Ψ Θð ÞHk k22 þ η Hk kp is the cost

function, η = σ2/βp, β ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

2 2=pð Þ

q
Γ 1=pð Þ
Γ 3=pð Þ . The lp norm is de-

fined as Hk kp ¼
PL

i¼1 H ið Þj jp , (0 < p < 1).
In order to obtain the optimal solution of Eq. (24), we

need to satisfy the necessary condition that its derivative
is zero

∂Jp Hð Þ
∂H

¼ 2ΨH Θð ÞΨ Θð ÞH�−2ΨH Θð ÞRþ 2λΣH� ¼ 0

ð25Þ
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where λ = |p|η/2 = |p|σ2/2βp, Σ = diag {|H(1)|p − 2, ⋯,
|H(L)|p − 2}. From Eq. (25)

ΨH Θð ÞΨ Θð Þ þ λΣ
� �

H� ¼ ΨH Θð ÞR ð26Þ

The weighted minimum iterative solution of FOCUSS
is used here to introduce weighted matrices

W ¼ Σ−1
2 ¼ diag

n
H 1ð Þj j1− p=2ð Þ; H 2ð Þj j1− p=2ð ÞÞ;⋯; H Lð Þj j1− p=2ð Þ

o
ð27Þ

then

Ψ Θð ÞWð ÞHΨ Θð ÞW þ λI
h i

W −1H� ¼ Ψ Θð ÞWð ÞHR
ð28Þ

Therefore, the optimal solution H∗ can be expressed as

H� ¼ W Ψ Θð ÞWð ÞHΨ Θð ÞW þ λI
h i−1

� Ψ Θð ÞWð ÞHR
ð29Þ

When the solution of Eq. (29) is changed into
FOCUSS iterative process, the iterative relation of the
optimal solution H∗ is

Ĥ kþ1 ¼ W kþ1 UH
kþ1Ukþ1 þ λI

� �−1
UH

kþ1R

¼ W kþ1U
H
kþ1 Ukþ1U

H
kþ1 þ λI

� �−1
R ð30Þ

where

W kþ1 ¼ diag

�
Ĥ k 1ð Þ�� ��1− p=2ð Þ

;⋯; Ĥ k Lð Þ�� ��1− p=2ð Þ

ð31Þ

Ukþ1 ¼ Ψ Θð ÞW k ð32Þ
In the iterative process, the initial solution can be ob-

tained by the least square solution of Eq. (23)

Ĥ 0 ¼ ΨH Θð Þ Ψ Θð ÞΨH Θð Þ� �−1
R ð33Þ

The termination condition of the iterative process is
the convergence of the optimal solution.

Ĥ kþ1−Ĥ k

�� ��
2= Ĥ k

�� ��
2≤δ ð34Þ

where δ is the allowable error. The normalized spatial
spectrum is calculated by the sparse solution Ĥ ¼ Ĥ k

obtained by iterative convergence.

P θð Þ ¼ jĤ j
max Ĥ

�� ��� � ð35Þ

Thus, the angle of DOA estimation of wideband LFM
signals can be expressed as

θ̂ ¼ arg max
θ

P θð Þ ð36Þ

In summary, the FDSM-ReFOCUSS method is sum-
marized as follows:

1. The FRFT is performed on the received signal r0(t)
of the reference element and the two-dimensional
search is performed to extract the peak and the
position coordinates fðûi; α̂iÞgi ¼ 1Q corresponding
to the peak (suppose there are Q peaks and Q ≤ K).
The estimated value fðf̂ i; μ̂iÞgi ¼ 1Q of the center
frequency and the slope of the Q LFM signal is
calculated by the Eq. (15).

2. The fractional Fourier transform of order
p̂i ¼ 2α̂i=πf gQi¼1 is calculated for the received signal

rm(t) of all other elements, and the one-dimensional
spectral peak is searched and the peak position
ûif gQi¼1 and the peak size Rm ûi; ; α̂ið Þf gQi¼1.

3. For the q(q = 1, 2,…,Q) spectral peaks, the FRFT
domain single snapshot data R is constructed
according to Eq. (23); the redundant steering vector
matrix Ψ(Θ) is constructed according to Eq. (21).

4. The proposed algorithm is used to solve the sparse
solution, and the normalized spatial spectrum P(θ) is
generated according to Eq. (35).

5. The peak value of DOA estimation of wideband LFM
signals is obtained by spectral peak search of P(θ).

6. If q <Q, the step (3) is returned to continue,
otherwise end the algorithm.

4 Simulation analysis and discussions
In the simulation, different LFM signals are generated ac-
cording to Eq. (1), and DOA estimation is carried out
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Fig. 1 Energy distribution of coherent LFM signals in the
frequency domain
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mainly for the coherent wideband LFM signals, where
the coherent LFM signal refers to the center fre-
quency, the frequency modulation slope and the pulse
width are the same, but their amplitude may be dif-
ferent. A ULA array with eight elements is used, and
the element spacing is the half wavelength of the
highest signal frequency.

The simulated SNR is defined as

SNR ¼ 10 lg
1
K

XK
k¼1

σ2
S;k

σ2N

 !
ð37Þ

where σ2S;k is the power of the kth source, and σ2N is the
noise power. The DOA estimation accuracy in the simu-
lation is characterized by the root mean square error
(RMSE), which is defined as follows:

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

KNc

XK
i¼1

XNc

j¼1

θ̂ i;j−~θ i

	 
2� �vuut ð38Þ

where K is the number of sources, Nc is the number of
independent Monte Carlo trials, ~θ i is the DOA of the ith

source, and θ̂ i is their estimated angle.
The distributions of coherent wideband LFM signals in

frequency domain and FRFT domain are compared in
Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. There are three coherent wide-
band LFM signals which have the same center frequency
and bandwidth as 5 MHz and 2 MHz, respectively. It can
be seen from Figs. 1 and 2, in the case of coherence, the
LFM signals cannot be distinguished from each other in the
frequency domain or in the FRFT domain. Nonetheless, the
LFM signal still has the characteristics of energy aggrega-
tion in the FRFT domain, so the wideband LFM signal can
be transformed into the FRFT domain for DOA estimation.
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Fig. 2 Energy distribution of coherent LFM signals in the FRFT domain
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The spatial spectrums of the different DOA estimation
algorithms are compared in Fig. 3. In the simulation,
three wideband LFM signals are assumed. The signal pa-
rameters of LFM signals are the same as those in Fig. 1;
the DOA angles are 71.2°, 80.4°, and 109.5°, respectively.
The SNR is − 10 dB. For the RSS-MUSIC algorithm [3]
and the RSS-L1SVD algorithm [7] based on RSS focus-
ing transformation, the beamforming (CBF) algorithm
[18] is used to pre-estimate the angles.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the RSS-MUSIC [3]

algorithm, the RSS-L1SVD [7] algorithm, and the FRFT-
SSMUSIC [13] algorithm are all invalid. The main
reason for the failure of RSS-MUSIC and RSS-L1SVD is
that the CBF algorithm has a large error in pre-
estimating the angles, due to source angle interval is less
than the beam width of the array. In addition, the lower

SNR also makes the estimation error larger. Although
FRFT-SSMUSIC algorithm can remove the signal coher-
ence using spatial smoothing, its angle resolution is not
good. However, the proposed algorithm can estimate the
angles of coherent wideband LFM signals very well and
has high angular resolution.
Figures 4 and 5 show the DOA estimation performances

of different algorithms under different angle intervals. In
the simulation, there are two coherent wideband LFM sig-
nals, whose center frequency, bandwidth, and pulse width
are the same. They are 5 MHz, 2 MHz, and 0.05 s, re-
spectively. The amplitude of the two is different, and the
amplitude ratio is 1: 0.8. Figure 4 is a case of the large
angle interval, and their angles are 80.1° and 120.3°, re-
spectively, while Fig. 5 is a case of the small angle interval
and their angles are 80.1° and 90.5°, respectively.
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Fig. 5 Estimation performances versus SNR for coherent wideband LFM signals (small angle interval). a Estimation error. b Successful
estimation probability
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estimation probability
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It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that the estimation
performance of the proposed algorithm is better than
other algorithms whether it is large angle interval or
small angle interval. Although FRFT-SSMUSIC algo-
rithm has good estimation performance in the case of
large angle interval, second only to the proposed
algorithm, but in the case of small angle interval, its
performance is poor, especially at low SNR. The
performance of the WCMSR algorithm is better than
RSS-L1SVD and RSS-MUSIC, but these three algo-
rithms have larger estimation error in the low SNR con-
ditions, especially RSS-MUSIC algorithm, which cannot
work at low SNR.
Figure 6 shows the relationship between DOA estima-

tion performances and the angle difference of the two
signals. For the RSS-MUSIC and RSS-L1SVD algo-
rithms, the ideal DOA pre-estimation is used. The signal
parameters of LFM signals are the same as those in Fig. 4
and the SNR is set 0 dB.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the estimation perform-

ance of the proposed algorithm is better than other algo-
rithms whether in estimation error or in successful
estimation probability. However, the performance of
FRFT-SSMUSIC algorithm is poor when the angle differ-
ence is less than 5°. The RSS-MUSIC algorithm has
larger estimation error when the angle difference is less
than array beam width (16.4°), whereas when the angle
difference is greater than array beam width, its estima-
tion error will decrease with the increase of the angle
difference. The RSS-L1SVD algorithm is better than
RSS-MUSIC algorithm, although its performance is less
than the proposed algorithm.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, the FRFT transform is used to estimate the
LFM signals, and a DOA estimation method for

wideband LFM signal based on sparse representation is
proposed. The proposed method can deal with coherent
signals directly without decoherence processing and
avoid the cross-item interference. It does not need to
pre-estimate the angles; at the same time, the number of
signals does not need to know a priori. Simulation re-
sults show that the proposed method can achieve better
estimation performance and higher angular resolution
than the traditional methods, especially under the low
SNR and small angle difference conditions.
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